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Sunny Leone, a Bollywood diva, is set to star in her first horror film with the hugely anticipated erotic
thriller, TOILET - EK PREM KATHA. Sunny will be seen in the role of Pinky, a modern-day modern-day
dame who seeks vengeance against the cruel society of the present day. 1st - Horror Movie and sex!
TOILET - EK PREM KATHA has been in the making for over two years and is the second official movie
of Sunny Leone after 2013s Dum Maaro Dum. Sunny's first horror flick will release on 29 October and
the lyrics have already been penned by Sanjay Bhatt. "Sunny Leone - The Dark Side Of The Moon
What evil lurks in the heart of woman? TOILET - EK PREM KATHA "I'm here to do my job. There's no
reason to feel envious."
"#Satanic#Satanic#$Satanic#$Satanic#$Satanic#$Satanic#$Satanic#$Satanic#" #Stare at me
with desire, but don't touch me. Treat me like a deadly leper, but don't feed me. Shrink me to your
size, but don't squeeze me!" TOILET - EK PREM KATHA was warmly welcomed at the box office with
the film making a decent day 1 collection of about Rs 14 crore on the opening day of shows. The
film's success rests on the expectations that this will be an entertaining family friendly film.
However, if you watch the trailer, you might think otherwise. TOILET - EK PREM KATHA (toilet - ek
prem katha) is the New Project of R. V. Udhaya released in India on 31 May 2018. The movie directed
by K. S. Ravikumar, starring Akshay Kumar, Radhika Apte, Sonu Sood, Jayaprada. The only other
reason is lower ticket prices, with Rs 15 and Rs 20 being the dirt cheap prices for the Rs 100
standard priced tickets compared to Rs 30 and Rs 40 for the Rs 100 Rs 150 priced tickets. Thus
meaning TOILET - EK PREM KATHA could be a good movie this weekend.
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TOILET - EK PREM KATHA was directed by Anurag Kashyap (a renowned music director and has
helped Anurag Kashyap in many other movies such as Dev D), produced by Vashu Bhagnani and
Ritesh Sidhwani with financial backing from Bhushan Kumar. TOILET - EK PREM KATHA opens to

mixed reviews from trade pundits and audiences alike. Akshay Kumar and Bhumi Pednekar starrer
has got a great buzz on social media and the buzz is that the film will not disappoint. Toilet became

one of the all time hits of Indian cinema, Kumar has a batch of six similar films to be released in
2015 and he is confident that TOILET - EK PREM KATHA will perform good in all of them. The film set
to release in December is a satire on the Swachh Bharat Abhiyan, a government strategy to improve

the sanitation problems in India, with a focus on the decrease of open defecation in public places,
particularly in the rural areas of India. According to the film's promos, the film's toilets are so clean
that one person can go inside and get out without even looking at another. With this, TOILET - EK

PREM KATHA could easily cross the 100 crore mark in its lifetime. With the film spread on a number
of platforms and its Akshay distribution going strong as a single entity, there are very few obstacles
in TOILET - EK PREM KATHA crossing the box office... One thing is sure, and that is that TOILET - EK

PREM KATHA will surely be a commercial success and turn out to be a cash spinner for the film's
producers as well as for Ekta Kapoor's production house. 5ec8ef588b
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